
 

  

 

 

 

Eurosif is pleased to announce that Nathalie Dogniez has been appointed as the new 

Chair of Eurosif.  

Originally appointed to Eurosif’s Board as an Independent Director at the beginning of the year, 

Nathalie was successful in being elected to the position of Eurosif Chair. This position was made 

vacant following Will Oulton’s decision to step down after more than 8 years, as communicated in 

Eurosif’s press release of 9 April.  

The election to nominate a new Chair was held with the full participation of Eurosif’s membership.  

Nathalie was first officially appointed as Director in a dedicated seat for the Chair by the membership 

in the context of Eurosif’s General Assembly on 11 April and then officially confirmed as the Eurosif 

Chair by the Board in its new composition. She has been appointed for a term of three years. 

Commenting on her election as Eurosif Chair, Nathalie Dogniez said:  

“I feel privileged and honoured to have been appointed as Eurosif Chair and I am looking forward to working 

with the rest of the Eurosif Board, as well as the organisation’s dynamic team and membership to advocate 

for the continued development and advancement of the sustainable finance landscape in Europe.” 

Commenting on Nathalie Dogniez’s election as Eurosif Chair, Eurosif Executive Director Aleksandra 

Palinska said:  

“In this crucial next stage for the sustainable finance landscape, I am delighted that Eurosif will benefit from 

having Nathalie as its Chair. Nathalie is a consummate professional with a real wealth of experience to bring 

to the role and I am looking forward to working with her closely and to supporting the Board as we continue 

to deliver on the organisation’s mission to promote sustainable finance at the European level”.  

Eurosif Board Directors and Eurosif members look forward to working closely with Nathalie in her 

new capacity as Chair, and to drawing on her extensive experience in the sustainable finance sector 

to further develop the organisation, to cultivate its good reputation, amplify its advocacy and influence, 

and finally, to expand its membership and reach across Europe and beyond. 
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Notes for Editors 

Nathalie Dogniez is based in Luxembourg and has more than 30 years of experience in the financial 

sector and more than 20 years’ experience in ESG and sustainable finance. She serves as a director on 

boards of different companies, fund management firms and non-profit organisations. From 2014 to 

2023, Nathalie worked for PwC Luxembourg where led the European ESG team for asset 

management, as well as a very significant global ESG data technology project and the Asset 

Management EMEA regulatory practice. Prior to this, Nathalie was a partner within KPMG 

Luxembourg, where she held various management positions, including Head of Asset Management 

practice, Member of the Executive Committee and Chair of the Supervisory Board. 

Following Will Oulton’s resignation, the Board composition currently stands at seven members.  

 
About Eurosif 

Eurosif is the leading pan-European association promoting sustainable finance at the European level - 

encompassing the European Union (EU), the wider European Economic Area (EEA) and the United 

Kingdom (UK). Eurosif is a membership organisation of European based national Sustainable 

Investment Fora (SIFs). Many of the SIFs have a broad and diverse membership including asset 

managers, institutional investors, index providers and ESG research & analytics providers. Eurosif and 

its members are committed to the growth and development of sustainable finance and support the 

ambition of European and global policymakers in enabling a fully transparent and high-quality 

sustainable investment market through appropriate and well-designed regulation and industry best 

practice.  

Eurosif’s activities involve contributing substantively to public policy development and conducting 

research that enables a better understanding of ESG implementation, the sustainable finance market, 

and the obstacles encountered by sustainability-oriented investors. 

Further information can be found at www.eurosif.org. 

Contact: Calum Thomson, Communications Officer: calum.thomson@eurosif.org 
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